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Bridges Beyond

Welcome to reading 400! You will read a lot of interesting stories

this year. The stories you will read for this LightUnit all happened long

ago. In them, you’ll learn something about pioneer schools, how can-

dles were made, and how the Pony Express worked.

You’ll read about a boy who slept with a wild animal, a little person

who sneaked a ride on the Pony Express, and a young man who went

exploring in the wilderness with his father.

You’ll meet a little boy who thought he wasn’t a choosey chick, but

later decided he was one, after all. One boy gets lost in the woods and

can’t be followed or tracked. Another follows the tracks of men in the

woods.

You’ll enjoy reading about these pioneers and learning how their

lives were different from your own.
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In Section 1, you will . . .

. . . learn and work with the glossary words

. . . answer questions from a map

. . . tell how things were different in pioneer days from now

. . . compare two things to see how they would be different

. . . work with rhythm and rhyme in poetry

. . . choose the main idea of a story

. . . match story characters with what they did

. . . tell how story characters felt

. . . tell what might have happened if something in a story had been 
different

. . . learn and work with story verses

. . . decide whether statements are fact or opinion



To Richard From Nell Lesson 1

To Richard From Nell

“I have considered the days of old, the years of ancient times.”
Psalm 77:5

Say the glossary words to your teacher.

Riddles

Study the word meanings in the glossary. Use them to answer the riddles.

1. You would find these in the woods.

2. Before these were used to write with, they traveled many miles high in the 

sky.

3. You would not want to spill this.

4. You could use this to start a fire, draw a picture, make an airplane, or write a

story.

5. Every boy probably was glad he did not have to do this.

6. If a pioneer had not done this to his log house, he might wake up some 

winter night to find snow sifting in on his bed.

Before the Story

The pioneer schools of long ago had pupils and a teacher just as

your school does. Do you think they were the same in other ways?
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Glossary Words
chinked galls quills
foolscap inkwell curtsy



To Richard From Nell Lesson 1

Read “To Richard From Nell.”

Look at the map to see the area that used to be called the Northwest
Territory. Follow these directions. 

7. Write the names of two states in that region.

8. Name two states that this area is northwest of.

Alike or Different

Write one thing Nell’s school had that you have in your school.

9.
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To Richard From Nell Lessons 1, 2

Write five differences between your school and Nell’s.

10. a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

To Richard From Nell Lesson 2

I had oral reading class.  ___ yes  ___ no

Compare

Imagine you had oiled paper instead of glass in your schoolroom windows.
Write glass or paper on the lines to make each sentence true.

1. would be cheaper and easier to make.

2. would be warmer.

3. would be easier to wash.

4. would make the room darker.

5. would make it easier to check the weather.

6. would suit me better.
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To Richard From Nell Lesson 2

Education Is Important

Write a sentence telling how you know that the whole community thought it
was important to have a school.

7.

Main Idea

Underline the main idea of Nell’s letter.

8. a.  to tell what a good teacher Elder Cox was

b.  to give her brother a picture of pioneer life

c.  to show how hard it was to start a school

d.  to let Richard know she wasn’t afraid of panthers

The Story Verse

“I have considered the days of old, the years of ancient times.”
Psalm 77:5

God said the stories in the Bible were written for our learning.

Though written thousands of years ago, every story in the Bible has a

lesson for us. Nell’s letter about long-ago days has a lesson too. It

should make you thankful for today’s blessings.

Write three things you are thankful for that are different from what they were
in pioneer days.

9.

10.

11.
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To Richard From Nell Lesson 2

Choosing a Line for a Poem
You know that poems often rhyme and have rhythm. But poetry

needs to make sense. You might find just the right rhyming word and

have the right rhythm, only to discover that what you wrote doesn’t

make sense.

This familiar rhyme was written by someone who lived at the same

time as Richard and Nell. Read the first three lines.
Mary had a little lamb,
Its fleece was white as snow;
And everywhere that Mary went,
____________________________

—Sara J. Hale

You probably know the real ending line (Her lamb was sure to go).

But suppose you needed to choose another ending line. Which of

these would you choose?

Bad boys at it stones would throw.
Her lamb with her would go.
Her lamb she was sure to show.

The first one sounds too unnatural—you wouldn’t speak or write

that way. And probably you wouldn’t write a poem about bad boys

throwing stones at a lamb. The rhythm is off too. The third one doesn’t

make sense—Was Mary a show-off? Or did she take her little lamb to

animal shows? The second one fits the best—and is very much like the

real ending. Only three words are different.

Read this rhyme and the three possible endings. Write the one that best fits
the rhythm and thought of the rhyme.

Always did what they should.
And tried hard to be good.
Always did the best they could.
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COUNTRY SCHOOL

12. In a tiny little schoolhouse

Far away, back in the wood,

That’s where children did their lessons,



Circle the correct choices.

13. Lines 1 and 3, 2 and 4 of the poem “Country School” rhyme. 

Say the story verse to your teacher.

Choosey Chick Lesson 3

Choosey Chick

“God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.”
Psalm 46:1

Say these words to your teacher.

Study the meaning of the words in the glossary. Then follow directions.

1. Cross out the word that is not a synonym of trek.
journey          outline          hike          trip          travel

2. Write one thing other than a little boy that could be bonny.

3. Underline the things you probably would do frantically.
a. Get ready to leave to go on a trip.
b. Brush wasps off your clothes after you stepped in their nest.
c. Go out to feed the dog when it is raining.
d. Beat out a fire spreading in the grass.
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To Richard From Nell; Choosey Chick Lessons 2, 3

Glossary Words

trek bonny frantically


